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by Rob Knight
The Courtyard Cave ranks
among the noisiest areas in the
college, according to the
results of a recent inspection
by the Manitoba Department
of Workplace Health and
Safety.
The noise survey was taken
Jan. 3, at the request of the
Safety and Health Committee
at Red River. Sound levels
were measured in the Print
Shop, the Voyageur cafeteria,
Auto Body Shop and the
Cave. The Department of
Workplace and Health Safety
regulations state thata person
who is exposed to over 80
decibels per eight hour period
on a regular basis could suffer
damge to their hearing.
Said Don Hillman, business
manager at Red River, "We
took readings in places that we
thought would be loud. The
aim was to identify the problem areas in the college and
try to take the steps necessary
to correct them. We were trying to determine if there was
an infringement of the code."

Fitness
Resolutions
by Li Pedrick
When you have finally stopped humming Auld Lang
Syne, and the party hats,
balloons and noisemakers
have all been discarded,
chances are, your New Year's
resolutions are among the
debris.
A very popular resolution at
the dawn of a new year is to
lose weight and become more
physically fit. This is generally
the result of guilt suffered
from over-eating on the
holidays. However, as often as
this promise is made, it is soon
broken. A common excuse is a
lack of time.
You can always make time
for fitness; that is, if you really
want to. Not only may a program fit your regular schedule,
it may actually enhance it.
Students, for example, may
justify their lack of time by
claiming it for their studies. A
regular workout may increase
energy and provide a tension
release, thus making study
time even more productive.
Red River Community College offers many facilities that
are at the student's disposal,
and in fact, cater to a busy college schedule.
One of the most beneficial
fitness operations on campus
is the weight room, located on
the mezzanine level of the
North gym. The weight room
has a wide variety of equipment. In addition to free
weights, both Universal and
Hydro gym systems are
available. Other equipment,
ranging from exercise bikes to
jump ropes, may also be obtained in the area.
The weightlifting facility is
open from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
from Monday to Thursday,
and from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Friday. Exceptions may occur
on holidays or in the event of
classes, exams or tournaments
in the gym.
One of the responsibilities
of Athletic Therapist Rob
Young is to develop weight
training programs for interested students. "A large influx of people have been coming in to have programs set up

for them since the holiday
break," he says. However, he
admits that many of these
good intentions are likely to
fizzle out. "The New Year's
surge usually doesn't last very
long."
In order to use the facility,
each student must attend
weight room orientation. This
session includes reviewing
rules and regulations of the
area, familiarization with
equipment, and the option of
having a program structured
to meet personal needs.
Young will develop "a
relatively personalized program designed for the induvidual." Since goals may
vary from person to person,
each program must be created
on an individual basis. Young
has set up over 60 such programs since September, as opposed to approximately 20 in
the previous school year.
Students are urged to set up
an appointment for an orientation session in the Athletic
Therapy office, adjacent to
the weight room. Following
this session, each student will
receive a blue card which must
be presented with a student
card to gain entry to the
weight room. The cards are
handed in at the equipment
room where an identification
bracelet and pin for the
Universal gym will be issued.
The bracelet must be worn at
all times in the weight room.
All other rules of the area
must also be respected to
maintain weightroom
privileges.
"I think that the students do
take advantage of the
facility," says Young. He
estimates 450 blue cards are in
curculation, but that 75 to 90
students use the room on a
regualr basis.
Red River Community College offers every student the
opportunity to keep those
fitness resolutions. Even if
those hazy New Year's promises are long forgotten, it
isn't too late to make a few
more. Remember, bathing suit
weather is only about five
months away!

Some of the equipment available for use in the weight room

If you're looking for
something new to experience
or a method of beating the
homework blues, why not try
throwing yourself out of an
airplane?
Skydiving, though not yet
that popular, is different from
other sports. Making that first
jump is not as difficult as you
might think. In fact the only
obstacles you might meet are a
lack of money or a lack of
nerve.
The cost of your training
and first jump is just under
$200. While this may seem to
be a costly enterprise at first
glance, when compared to the
cost of equiping yourself for
other sports, it becomes quite
reasonable.
What may come as a surprise to most people is that less

than one day is spent in training before taking the actual
jump. The morning and first
half of the afternoon is spent
teaching the potential jumper
basic saft‘y rules and the
rudiments of landing. Part of
the instruction includes jumping off a raised platform to
familiarize yourself with the
proper way of hitting the
ground. The rest of the day entails the actual jump itself.
After receiving their instructions the students are taken to
the airfield. There they will
put on the necessary equipment, which includes the alllimportant parachute, and
have it checked over by the instructor. It's then time to load
into the airplane and takeoff.
When the plane reaches the
designated area the only thing
left to do is step out and take a
controlled fall three thousand

While there were areas, such
Is the Auto Body Shop that
were considerably noisier than
the Cave, the situation in the
Cave is also rather different
than that of a normal
workplace. If there is a - risk- of
hearing impairment to someone in a shop or factory,
that person can be supplied
with equipment which will cut
down the noise level. Also, in
any employer-worker relationship, if the workers face any
risks to their hearing on the
job, the employer may have to
pay for hearing tests for those
workers.
In the Courtyard Cave
however, most of the noise
comes from the broadcast of
CMOR radio into that area,
said Hillman. Also, most of
the people in the - Cave could
not be considered employees.
The sound level at CMOR is
supposed to be kept at a consistent level, one which is set
within the accepted limits of
the Workplace Safety and
Health regulations.
"We've always had a tough
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time enforcing the regulations
in CMOR," said Hillman,
"We're only like a big
brother."
"A year ago we took a
reading the the Cave and
thought there was something
wrong with the equipment.
The levels were peaking at well
over 100 decibels."
He noted that, while the
students of Red River are not
employees, it could still be
possible that the Student
Association would have to pay
for hearing tests for all those
who are exposed to dangerous
noise levels within the college.
The most practical solution
would be to provide hearing
protection in the shops, and in
the Cave, simply keep the
volume down. Hillman said
that it would not be practical
to expect everyone entering the
Cave to have to wear ear protection.
Another possibility would
be to keep a timetable of those
people entering the Cave. At
the end of a given period of
time they would be told they'd
have to leave, so as not to risk

See Noise back page
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MidWest International
College Hockey League Standings
Mid-Season Statistics
(as of December 20, 1984)
STANDINGS
TEAM
Assiniboine Cougars
Notre Dame Hounds
NDSU
Bottineau Lumberjacks
Red River Rebels
Keewatin Badgers

GP WL T F A PTS
10
8
2
0
72
36
16
8
6
2
0
45
26
12
9
4
4
1
65
54
9
9
2
6
1
38
53
5
8
1
7
0
36
79
2

Scoring Leaders
(as of December 3, 1984)
NAME
Garth Skrupa
Geoff Plouffe
Steve Hamernick
Brad Lyall
Dick Cudmore
Vern Campbell
Doug Cougland
Ross Howard
Daren Stanick
Ron MacLellan
Bruce McLeod
Dale Seymour
Kevin Bartley
Brad Sutherland
Myles O'Connor
Dale Argue
Mike Loustel
Blair Marshall
Scott McLean
Tom Carlson

TEAM GP G
NDSU 6
9
NDSU 6
10
NDSU 6
12
ACC
9
11
KCC
6
10
KCC
7
7
ACC
9
5
ACC
9
4
ACC
7
5
ACC 9
7
ACC 9
8
ACC 9
4
ACC 9
7
ACC
9
1
ND
8
5
KCC 7
3
ND
8
6
RRCC 5
4
NDSU 6
4
ND
8
4

A PTS
13
22
12
22
9
21
7
18
7
17
9
16
11
16
11
15
10
15
7
14
6
14
9
13
5
12
10
11
6
11
7
10
4
10
6
10
5
9
5
9

Brooklands
Inn
RRCC Students' Days

Skydiving
A
Natural High
by Allan Lie

No Quiet in the Cave

feet to the ground. To ensure
that your parachute opens, it
is done automatically from the
plane as you step out.
When asked about the actual fall itself, Tom Lie, an experienced jumper, had mixed
feelings. When he looked
down at the ground for the
first time, Tom described
himself as, "too busy being
scared to be scared."
Everything was fine after the
parachute had opened,
though, and he was able to enjoy the rest of the jump. After
that, he said every successive
jump becomes easier.
For anyone interested in
becoming involved with this
sport, lessons are available at
various places around Winnipeg, starting sometime in the
spring. As Tom Lie says, "I'd
advise anyone to try it at least
once."

Every Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday from 11:00 a.m. to
9:00 p.m. Draft at wholesale
prices!
AND
The "Rebel
Lunch" a burger
& fries for only
$1.75.
See ya at the
Brooklands! 8
Keewatin St.
across
from
Labatt's

The Projector
Is Computer
Equipment
to ing Idle?
by Nong Pelletier
"We don't sort of think
they were idle," says Gary
Polonsky director of Red
River Community College.
Mark Bishop. manager of
computer services said, "Last
. week we started dismantling so
we can reassemole."
Why? Because the Local
Area Network is still not
operational in the college. The
file server called the Dynasty
Net never worked properly.
The college bought a file
server which they had not seen
demonstrated. The product
that was demonstrated to the
college was not the same as the
one the company delivered in
August, 1984. The college purchased the file server believing
it would be an upgraded version, but instead received a
product that was inferior and
did not work.
The college negotiated for
months and during the last
week of December, Dy-4, the
manufacturer of the file server
came to demonstrate the product. It was a disaster. "It actually started to burn," said
Polonsky.
Dy-4 has agreed to take
back the file server which cost
$220,000 but will only refund
70 percent of the purchase
price. That means the college
would lose $66,000. The director said that the refund offered was unsatisfactory, but
would not comment on how
much more the college was
seeking.
The college is enstalling a

new file server to test on 16
computers. After the test is
conducted the college will
make arrangements to purchase it. The only problem is
how they are going to pay for
it. PACE the college's governing body, is negotiating
through Manitoba Data Services to work out a payment
plan. The college will have to
use the money refunded from
Dy-4 to purchase the new file
server at approximately the
same cost as the Dynasty Net.
Besides the $66,000 which
may be lost through the
Dynasty Net, there is also
$100,000 which the province
of Manitoba recovered from
the college in sales tax. A
source from the provincial
sales tax department said, the
province will waive the tax on
software for business purposes
and have been including some
educational institues in that
category. He added that hardware purchased through Skills
Growth is completely taxable
by the province. "They have
to charge themselves tax on
the total cost including
freight."
That means the college had
to pay approximately $100,000
to the province. That is a lot of
money when you consider the
college received only $477,000
for operating capital during
the 1984-85 fisqal year.
In some cases the province
will waive the sales tax. "The
new National Research Centre, with all its Robotics. . .
Apparently they tried and they

Unused Computer Equipment
got the governments to agree
to waive the provincial sales
tax," said Bishop.
If the college had not been
charged $100,000 in sales tax,
it would have made a dramatic
difference on how much it
spent on educational software.
Some of the numbers
quoted in the story which appeared in the January 11, 1985
issue of the Projector were inaccurate. The numbers were
obtained from Cathy Davidson, public affairs spokesperson for Employment and Immigration, the department
that allocated the money to the
college.
The figures gave a false impression about the actual
amount of money the college
received. The $2.7 million
dollars quoted in the story was
actually later found to be $3.5
million. The $1.9 million was
accurate but only $1.3 million
was used for the Electronic
Educational Computing

Resource Centre. The file
server and the I BNIs were included in the $1.3 million, but
the Projector was later told
that things like Computer
Assisted Drafting Equipment
were also included in the
figure. Therefore, the exact
value of computer equipment
stading idle cannot be determined.
Polonsky explained the mix
up. "There are so few people
who really understand the nuts
and bolts of this business, that
it's understandable that someone would take some data
and make some assumptions
that appear logical." Bishop
agreed and said, "What they
tended to do was lump things
together."
The college had some equipment working, that was
originally not accounted for in

the figures released by Davidson. What has been working is
the Terak and Orcatek stations
which are used for Computer
Assisted Drafting. They were
to be used with a plotter which
gives a paper copy of the drafting that the students have
produced. So far the students
have been using a plotter
which is being loaned to the
college. The plotters purchased through Skills Growth are
still wrapped in plastic waiting
for the software which has not
been fully developed and
tested yet. The four plotters
that have been purchased cost
approximately $2500 each.
First year Business Administration students have not
been using the micro computers even though 'Micro
Computers for Accounting' is
on their course outline. Debbie

See Computers back page
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Million Dollar Apathy

EATURES

by Peter Schroedter
The Student Council and
Executive Committee administers a $1 million budget
and still there is a 90 percent
apathy rate among students of
Red River Community College
in matters relating to student
government.
We fill all the positions but
there is no big battle for the
available openings. If there are
no nominations the student
council chooses a student from
the constituency where a
representative is needed.
The average voter turn out
for elections of executive officers is around ten percent of
eligible voters said Mavis
Hilderbrand, Vice-President
of the Students' Association.
The councillors are chosen
from seven different consitituencies in the college. These
are: business represented by
Vidya Singh, Roy McGuchin,
Wayne Preston and Mario
Kurth; technology represented
by Tom Turner, Devon
Jackson, Mitchell Tarapasky
and Ken Karpoff; industrial
represented by Richard
Wilgoesh, Dave Gordon, Al
Parent and Gerry Prescott;
adult basic education
epresented by Steve Hawly
and Harry Hirsch; applied arts
represented by Joe Czubaty,
Sandra Brown, Kevin Patterson and Marni Dangerfield;
health represented by Kelly
Nikkei, Sharon Sangster and
Rob Wright; and teacher
education represented by Jim
Webbner. There is one position open in the health constituency and two more will open
on Feb. 4th in tne industrial
constituency.
To be eligible to represent a
constituency a student must be
classed as a full-time student.
This means they must carry 60
percent of the course.
Student reps bring student
problems to the attention of
the council and the executive
committee. They help to keep
the executive in touch with
students throughout the college. The student reps also
serve on committees with the
executive to help administer
the budget.

The student council and executive administer a $1 million
budget. The money is used to
run the college radio station
(CMOR) and the school paper
(Projector). It is also used to
sponsor social events and activities such as beer bashes and
trips.
"We use the budget to make
life at Red River Community
College better for the students.
We are also in a position to
help with things like the Day
Care Center," said
Hildebrand.
The money comes from the
student fees and profits from
things like the Crazy Ox,
photo copy machines, social
functions (pubs, beer bashes,
trips), vending machines and
games commissions.
Erin Connelly, a student in
the administrative secretary
course, said, "I don't know
much about the Students'
Association, I guess it's
because no one ever told us
anything."
"I've been here for two
weeks so I don't know
anything about the Students'
Association or what the student council does. Besides I'm
not really interested," said
Dean Bartlitte, a student in the
Commercial Cooking course.
"There isn't much interest
in the student council or the
executive committee," said
Dave Lindberg, communications director. ."I use all the
available means to tell the
students that there is an election taking place and we still
have only a ten percent turn
out."
"The only thing I know
about the S.A. is that their fee
is $35 and it's a big rip-off,"
said Rick Holt, a Creative
Communications student.
"I don't really know that
much. We're kind of off in the
woods out in J Building. The
only thing I know for sure is
that the student council puts
on great beer bashes. As far as
student reps go, no one ever
says anything about it out
there," said Harold Plenert
who is taking motor vehicle
body repair.

A Career Just For You
by Karen Hawkins .
As graduation draws near,
panic tends to set in for many
students.
Students who are asking
themselves that all important
question, 'what am I doing in
this course?'
"Not all students come in to
college with a fixed idea of
what they want to do. Or
maybe they're in a job now
that they want to make a
change from," says Ted
Davies, counsellor at Red
River Community College.
"I can say to them, 'these
jobs are great', but I don't
work in them. If students can
talk to someone in that field
they can get a much more
realistic idea," he says.
Well, students will get a
chance to do just that by going
to the fifth annual Career
Symposium at the Winnipeg
Convention Centre February
11-13. Over 130 organizations
will be represented at the symposium which is sponsored by
the Manitoba School
(Counsellor's) Association.
Between 240 and 250 occupations will also be
represented says symposium
co-ordinator Bill Fulton.
"We've tried to select the
largest Manitoban employers
(for the symposium). We try
to go through sector by sector
to give an overview of employment in Manitoba, but not
limited to Manitoba," says
Fulton.
Information, employees and
employers covering trades to
professions will be on hand to
answer questions about their

jobs.
And choosing a career often
depends on where the jobs arc
for most students. Students,
and the public on open house
days February 11 and 12 from
6:30-9 p.m., will have a chance
to look into the employment
future.
Statistics on employment
growth in specific areas in the
past 10 years and anticipated
growth in the next 10 years will
be available.
As well, the keynote speaker
is Kristin Shannon, chairman
and publisher of the Canadian
Trends Report. This report
projects the trends in Canadian society. Her speech on
survival skills for students will
be given Tuesday night at 7:30
p.m.
"If we are to believe the
federal government, growth
has to come out of the private
sector and we have to make
kids believe that there are jobs
out there," says Fulton.
Any job opportunities at the
symposium will be indirect.
Companies will be making
students aware of the prospects within their field.
One prospective employer
says this symposium fills a gap
of information that
counsellors don't cover.
"Counsellors don't seem to
be aware of all the jobs
available," says Laurina Perfumo, executive assistant of
the Manitoba Hotel Association.
Perfumo says this, the
largest youth-oriented event in
Canada is helpful to
businesses. It gives the
students, instructors and

Winterpeg
Wonderland
general public a real picture of
what they have to offer in the
over 50 different jobs under
the hotel umbrella.
To show their diversity the
association is setting up a mini
hotel inside the convention
centre again. this year.
There will be a front desk,
bar, dining room, and
bedroom with' employees
ready to answer questions.
"At one time, I don't think
that the kids knew what bur
industry was all about. NoW
there seems to be More' interest." she says, ,
Basically :there are three
kinds of displays at the Syinposium. Besides the associations telling about their. field,
there are post-graduation
'areas where people can find
out what training they need.
Perhaps most importantly,
there are hundreds of
businessestepresented. People
can visit them and meet potential employers.
"Here's an opportunity for
employers to talk to the
students and say, 'yet - here' is
the kind we want to employ."
"To try to make connections for a job is very difficult,
but at the symposium you can
meet employers. You don't
have to just rely on dad's connections," says Fulton.
"It may assist postsecondary students as to who's
advertising for jobs," adds
Fulton.
So while the symposium
may be mainly designed for
high school students it could
be very useful for anyone
looking for career suggestions
or a change.
.

EDITORIALS
Letters to the Editor
Editor
The Projector
AB70, Red River Community
College
2055 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3H 0J9
Dear Editor:
Thank you for the opportunity of clarifying one of my
statements from Monday
night's meeting: i.e., the point
about media relations.
As I mentioned Monday
night, I have never met a
stronger advocate of total
freedom of the press than
myself. The reason for this
probably relates to the fact
that my family fled an oppressive regime where such
freedoms were disallowed. 1

would therefore encourage all
staff to be open and honest on
matters of media interest.
The point I was trying to
make Monday night was that
my office is willing, and even
enthusiastic, to discuss matters
which a staff member feels
may be of wide-spread interest. That is still the case.
But, I repeat — total
freedom of the press is the
operational style at Red River
Community College.
Sincerely,
Gary Polonsky
College Director
January 14, 1985
Dear Editor;
In response to your January
11, 1985 advice column on
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page nine: we find the letter on
child abuse extremely offensive. It indicates the sick state
of our society.
With the increasing problem
of child abuse, there is no need
to further abuse and degrade a
cartoonist who has a concern
for the state of today's family
that compels her to deal with
difficult family issues in her
cartoon strip, For Better or
For R'orse.
Child abuse is an unfortunate disease in North
American society and is not to
be treated lightly, for it causes
innocent children social, emotional and physical scars that
can last a life time.
Sincerely,
58 students of Red River College

Warning!!
This issue of the Projector has been taken over by the
first year Cre. Comms. Read at your own risk!
P.S. We would like to expreSs our gratitude to the present staff of the Projector: Andrea, Laura-Lee, Rick,
Lorne, Chris, and Head Mutant Dave; plus to the typesetter, Joan. Thank's for putting up with us. It was appreciated!
Signed,
Pete Williamson
Rob Knight
Darryl Sterdan
Chris Thenhaus
Bruce Owen
Collin Friesen
Peter
Shawna McCutcheon
and
Denis Labossiere

by Erin Smithson
The new year thrust us into
January, the month that Winnipeg best lives up to its alias
"Winterpeg," and Mayor Bill
Norrie's campaign for "Winnerpeg" seems to have been
buried under all the snow.
It's during this page of the
calendar that many of us
Manitobans ask ourselves why
we remain living in this
frostbite frontier.
While skiers, skaters and
sledders welcome the snow,
there are_ few who don't curse
the cold and some that prefer
not to endure . it at all.
Dianne • Dyck, Marketing
Assistant for Travelers
Canada Insurance Co. in Vancouver, who was here visiting
for Christmas, moved West
from Winnipeg in 1979 and
says she'll never move back to
Manitoba.
"I wouldn't even visit here
if my family and friends
weren't here. I hate the -30
temperatures. Vancouver is a
more expensive city, but the
clothes are cheaper in the long
run because you don't need as
many," she says.
Dyck likes Vancouver's

winter and adds, "I don't
mind the rain because at least
you don't have to shovel it. I
don't miss white Christmases
either because if I do I'll just
go skiing. There's lots of
Christmas trees there too."
She admits though that
there are a few things she
misses about Manitoba.
Grand
I
miss
Beach — especially the sand.
In Vancouver there are just
pebbles and rocks. The sand
on Grand Beach is wavy and
soft. I miss the zoo too
because it only takes 15
minutes to see the zoo in Vancouver whereas it takes hours
to see the Winnipeg Zoo. Winnipeg has many more kinds of
animals and they have more
room to move around."
Don May, co-owner of
Atlas Ashphalt Paving Co.
Ltd. says, "The only reason I
look forward to winter is
because it's time for me to
take off to my retreat in
Texas."
May, a snowbird who leaves
Winnipeg in October and
returns in April, considers
Manitoba his home only
"

because of his business, family
and friends.
He says, "I don't understand why anyone who can afford to go elsewhere for the
winter would want to spend it
in Winnipeg. It's so cold that
you don't want to go
anywhere. It's restrictive."
Whether people can afford
a winter vacation or not, there
are a variety of reasons why
Winnipeg is well liked and its
nasty north winds, high heat
bills and shovelfulls of snow
are endured year after year.
Jim Ashton, May's partner
of Atlas Ashphalt Paving Co.
Ltd. who lives in the suburb of
Oak Bluff, doesn't know why
anyone would want to leave
Winnipeg in the winter.
Ashton jokes that winter
gets better every year because,
"When you're born in
Manitoba your brains get
frozen early so you get used to
it."
Although he doesn't like the
cold wind, Ashton says, "I
like winter and I like snow. A
clear cold day is beautiful. In
fact I enjoy winter better than
summer. It's easy to get warm
but it's hard to get cool. And
there's no bugs in winter."
According to Colette Fontaine, a travel councillor with
Travel Manitoba, others share
Ashton's enjoyment of the
Manitoba winter, including
many people from the U.S.
Fontaine says, "One of the
most popular Manitoba winter
attractions is the Hudson Bay

Resolutions Are Made
To Be Broken
by Arlana Guiler
Just when the pile of wrapping paper was finally cleaned
up, the turkey dinner leftovers
eaten, and the present from
your great-aunt returned,
came the time to make the annual New Year's resolution.
And when that resolution was
made, came the time to break
it or keep it. Which makes one
wonder just how other people
in Winnipeg are making out
with their resolutions, now
that some time has passed
since the new year was brought
in.
The most popular kinds of
resolutions made were losing
weight, stopping smoking, and
exercising more often.
Those who vowed to lose
weight were having a difficult
time starting. One girl who
was eating a-chocolate sundae
said that she intended to lose
weight. When asked why she
was eating the sundae, her reply was that she would exercise
it off later. Her friend said, "I
haven't started, but I could at
any time."
A woman on vacation from
Ontario said that she wanted
to go on a diet, but hadn't
started it. "I haven't had a
chance yet. I'll have to wait
until I get home, here there's
nothing in the fridge."
One resolution to stop
smoking was working out
well. "My mom and dad quit,

and they haven't started yet.
It's been six days."
However, another person
didn't seem to have the will to
quit. "I'd like to stop smoking, but 1 don't REALLY
want to."
Exercise was a popular
resolution also. However, the
reasons for not doing it were
varied. "I do intend to do it
(exercise) this year. I don't
care if it's one sit-up a night."
Another person said that
"when school starts, I'll have
someone to exercise with. I'm
on the track team."
Then there were those who
had resolutions quite different
from the regualr ones. One .
man said, "I'm not getting
married this year." Upon further questioning, it was found
that he already had a wife.
Another resolution that was
quite different was "to stay
away from nosy journalists."
A high school student vowed to do her homework on
time, so that she could relax.
But she didn't seem to be doing so well. "I have an essay to
do tonight that's due for
tomorrow. I haven't even
started it yet."
One young man said that he
had vowed not to have as
much sex in 1985 as he had
had in the past. He said that it
is "very difficult, but. I'm doing it (keeping the resolution)

so far."
Quite a few of the people
asked had resolutions that
were private. It was mainly
males that had this type of
resolution. One man immediately said no to the question of resolutions, but after a
little thinking, said, "actually
I made one, but I'm not going
to tell anyone."
But, of course, there are
those who don't believe in
making resolutions. "I never
make any stupid resolutions,"
said one Winnipegger.
One girl said that she
doesn't need them. "I'm
perfect the way I am."
Another girl summed up
these people's feelings. "I probably wouldn't ever do them
(resolutions) anyway."
One young man was confused about resolutions. "I didn't
even know you were supposed
to make them. And even if I
had a resolution, I wouldn't
follow it anyway."
This seemed to be the
general answer of Winnipeggers, that they never followed
the resolutions anyway. "I've
found over the years I never
keep them anyway. Age and
experience has taught me" was
the answer of a woman.
The words of singer Joe
Jackson say it all. "I'm gonna
change the world, but not today."

Explorer Trail excursion to
Churchill to see the polar
bears, Beluga whales and the
unique birds and animals of
the tundra terrain."
She added that "Travel
Manitoba receives 100 letters a
day for three weeks in
December" after an article on
experiences in Churchill appeared in Modern Maturity
Magazine which has a U.S.
circulation of 10 million.
Fontaine says, "Many people from the Northern states
visit Winnipeg in the winter
for shopping and theatre".
And some come from as far
away as New Orleans on bus
tours to attend the Festival du
Voyageur in February.
Personally, Fontaine likes
the relaxed atmosphere and
wide open spaces of Manitoba
and says she, "would rather
live in Winnipeg in the summer than Florida. In the
winter I like cross country skiing in the Whiteshell and
sleigh riding in Birds Hill
Park."
Dave Downey, a producer
with CBC Radio who moved
here from Toronto five years
ago, says he likes, "the size of
Winnipeg better than Toronto, the restaurants and the fact
that everything is accessible
and easy to get to."
One of his favorite things is
"driving up to Lockport
because it's pretty up there."
Downey say although,
"there aren't too many advantages to the winter months, the

dry cold is easier to take than
the moist cold of Toronto. . .
I wouldn't be at all upset
about living here forever and
ever as long as I could visit
other places. It's a healthy, decent environment for kids to
grow up in."
Chris Thenhaus, a Creative
Communications student at
Red River Community Col- .
lege, describes Winnipeg's environment as "comfortably
conservative."
"It's a relatively. safe place
and the right speed for me. It's
not impersonal like other
cities. The people are
friendly," he says.
Thenhaus likes winter and
the snow and doesn't mind
shovelling at all, but says what
he enjoys most about Winnipeg is
"Folklorama
.where else
can you go to eat and drink all
over the world and still catch a
bus home the same night?"
As with other cities, Winnipeg has its pros and cons and
depending on your viewpoint,
winter can be one or the other.
—

Whatever winter means to
you, it's part and parcel of
Winnipeg and there's as many
reasons why we stay here as
there are snowball fights each
year.
"Winterpeg" or "Winit's really up to
nerpeg",
you.

Happy Hour
Passing?
by Sherry Rasmussen
After school or work pubstoppers know that drinks are
a few cents cheaper than they
are in the evenings. Some
lounges and bars offer a
"Happy Hour", when the
drinks are almost two for one.
People are encouraged to
drink more than they normally
would under these circumstances.
Margaret Taylor, President
of CAID, said, "Instead of
cheaper booze, why don't the
bar owners offer food?"
CAID stands for Citizens
Against Impaired Driving.
Taylor started the group in
1982 and lobbies the provincial and federal governments.
This organization is responsible for significant changes that
we will see in the near future.
Taylor considers "Happy
Hour" irresponsible, as it
usually starts at 3 or 4 p.m.
when people are tired and may
have skipped lunch
Taylor believes the bar
owners should be encouraged
to regulate themselves before
the laws are made.
In the United States, Taylor
pointed out, some bars have
cut out the happy hour, while
others have started Taxiservice programs.
CAID offers a series of
recommendations to the
government.
They started with a petition
to the Manitoba Attorney
General to reassess the laws
concerning education and

publicity programs.
Taylor doesn't believe the
the drunk driving offenders
should be "just thrown in
jail." They should be
rehabilitated.
Second offenders with a
definite alcohol dependency
must take an educational program. There is also a
minimum sentence of 14 days
in jail for second offenders
within a two-year period. In
the future we will see a mandatory educatimial program
for first time offenders as well.
The Manager at the
Maryland Motor Hotel said
although drinks are approximately 15 cents cheaper in the
afternoons, they do not have a
happy hour.
Club St. B. in the St.
Boniface Hotel had a `:Happy
Hour" at one time, but
doesn't any lodger as it was
considered "a waste of time"
by the staff.
A staff member at Charlie
O's Lounge, Charlie Coppens,
said "Happy Hour is prime
time."
It is very crowded between
four and seven.
explained
Coppens
Charlie's is a small bar and has
a regular clientele. During
happy hour, many regulars
stop by after work to chat with
friends and have a couple of
drinks.
Bar owners think they are
doing something nice for their
customers," Taylor said.

•
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Community Television
Is For You
by Barbra Chase
When was the last time you
tuned in to Channel 13?
Before you groan too loudly,
it just might be worth it to take
another look.
The very essence of our city
is reflected in our community
access television programming. As well as providing a
showcase to explore budding
creative talents, these channels
provide our ethnic groups,
men's and women's clubs,
community service clubs,
religious groups, hobbyists
and craftsmen and the opportunity to promote a greater
understanding of portions of
their lives which are important
to them.
In order for a cable cornpany to be licenced to carry
signals into Canadian homes,
the Canadian Radio-television
and Telecommunications
Commission (CRTC)
legislated that the cable company must make an access to
television
broadcasting
available to the community.
That availability is to people
in the community, either individuals or groups, who wish
to express their views and opinions, tg:present topics of interest to themselves and the
community, or to explore their
talents.
CATV Programming Services Manager Bob Boskett
said "the most obscure group
in the community has the opportunity to produce without
fear of being turned down
because (their program may
be) unacceptable to the larger

community." He said the only
time they refuse access to- a
local producer is if the programming violates the
Criminal Code of Canada or
CRTC regulations, involves
commercialism or is unprepared.
The cable company provides
consulting and technical staff,
equipment and facilities to the
community producer. There is
no fee for broadcasting.
Because the cable company
can claim these costs as a tax
writeoff, both the community
and the company benefit.
Winnipeg enjoys two community access stations, both
broadcasting on Channel 13 in
homes subscribing to cable
TV. Homes west of the Red
River are served by Videon
Cable TV, which provides
community access on VPW
13. Greater Winnipeg Cablevision Ltd. carries cable into
homes on the east side of the
Red River and provides CATV
13 for community access.
Videon Cable TV first provided broadcast time to the
community for nine weeks
during the 1971 unicity elections. A small amount of basic
equipment had been made
available from Red River
Community College, the
University and Manitoba's Urban Studies program, and Advance Industrial.
The following year, VPW
began to broadcast community productions two nights per
week. Depending on the
amount of programming
available, broadcast times now

vary from a minimum of seven
or % eight to a maximum of 15
hotirs per day. Program
Manager Richard Edwards
said the weekly average is now
at 80 hours, presented daily
between 8:30 a.m. and midnight.
Jan. 5 marked the 10th anniversary since CATV Channel 13 began broadcasting to
subscribers of Greater Winnipeg Cablevision Ltd. Foskett
said they started out broadcasting 15 to 20 hours per
week. They have now expanded their programming to fill an
average of 50 hours per week,
plus another 10 hours of community committee meetings
broadcast on Channel 7.
Both channels broadcast a
mix of live and pre-taped programs. Foskett said the proportion of live to taped programming was about 50-50 in
the past, but "in the last year
there is an increase in (the)
desire to do live TV. . . the
split is now about 75-25 in
favor of live." Spokesmen
from the two channels stated
they did not encourage the use
of one over the other but were
flexible to the choice of their
community producers.
Staff from both channels
are continuously trying to
upgrade the quality of productions. "Over the years, the entire growth process and (increase in) sophistication happening in the community. . .
(parallels) the growth in quality of production," Edwards
said.
But a lot depends on equip-

Course Rewarding for
Instructor
by Chris Thenhaus
The Career Exploration
Course at Red River Cornmunity College has been under
the guiding hand of Tom
Thorsteinson since about
1978.
The course, which is designed to meet the special needs of
students, is constantly evolving says Thorsteinson.
"Each course is different
because each group (of
students) is different."
Thorsteinson, 43, has been
teaching at RRCC for 13
years. Prior to teaching the
Career Exploration Course he
taught a math and cornmunications course that had a
small life skills component in
it. It is from that life skills
component that the present
course developed.
Thorsteinson began
teaching the course in its second year of operation and
gave it a complete face lift.
"I took the course and completely revamped it and made
it an original Tom Thorsteinson course."
Thorsteinson has a Bachelor
of Arts Degree from the
University of Winnipeg and a
Teaching Certificate from the
University of Manitoba has no
formal training for a course of

this type, other than the few
life skills courses that he has
taken himself and what he has
learned from his students.
Though he is a very casual
person, there is no doubt who
is in Ciarge in the class room.
"The first hour of class I tell
them that I am the instructor
and they are the students. I
can't teach sick people and if
they think they are sick they
can leave."
Thorsteinson considers
himself a group person.
"I 'teach better in a group
than I do one on one."
It is that group attitude that
helps to make the course so
successful. Thorsteinson says
that fie tries to encourage as
much input from his students
as possible.
He enhances that group
feeling even before the first
class begins.
"I send them (his students)
an acceptance letter and tell
them that I didn't get much
sleep last night (the night
before class begins) and
neither did they, so we are all
in this together."
Thorsteinson says that he
has alwyas been able to help
people with their problems
even if it is just to sit and
listen.
"Advice and opinion are
very dangerous things to give

out, so I don't anymore."
Throsteinson was born and
raised in Winnipeg and is the
second of four children.
Before teaching at RRCC he
taught in public schools for
about two years.
Teaching this course is
Thorsteinson's 33rd job. "I
guess it just took me a little
longer to find out what I really
wanted to do."
Thorsteinson says that one
of the most exciting things for
him about teaching the course
is that he sees results.
He says that as early as the
first week of class the students
start to look different.
"Stress lines disappear from
their faces, grooming improves and shy people become
less shy."
Thorsteinson says that he
also learns from his students.
"People are basically all the
same. We're all different in
many ways, but we are also all
very similar."
Thorsteinson is constantly
on the move and he says that
most of that energy comes
from his students.
He adds that other staff
members are not that interested in taking on a course
of this magnitude.
"I guess it takes a special
kind of person to teach a
course like this."

ment. "In future, improvement in technical production
will be a result of equipment
improvements," Foskett said.
CATV's six full time and
two part time employees are
known as production technicians, while VPW's 23
employees are known as production assistants. But their
roles are essentially the same,
guiding community members
in the production of their
audio-visual ideas. This may
find them in variety of
capacities from consultant to
camera man.
Wages for paid employees
are at least on par with those
paid by commercial stations in
the city.
Rather than having acquired
specific prior training, the
staff develop their skills over
time, in many cases starting as
volunteers or part timers, then
moving up as their skills increase and positions become
available.
Tracing the career of
VPW's, Richard Ditchburn
provides an example of this
progression. Ditchburn started
as a volunteer in 1974. In 1977
he was hired part time, then in
1979 he became a full time
employee.
Through the years, Ditchburn earned a Bachelor of
Arts degree in geography and
drama. He is presently working on a Bachelor of Education degree which he hopes
will enable him to teach television production.
Ditchburn
Although
recognizes community access
experience does not necessarily
prepare someone to go on to
commercial television careers,
"it's one of the ways people
wanting to get into broadcasting can get started," he
said.
Inevitably, a few do go on
to careers which utilize some
of the skills learned in local ac-

cess programming. One
former VPW employee is now
associated with the music
channel in Toronto, a few
work for CKND and CKY,
and one is now with the
Australian Broadcasting Company.
Because the mandate of
community access television is
to provide a service to the
community it must be noncommercial. This precludes
any official ratings to assess
the popularity or viewership of
the programming.
In an attempt to get some
feedback from the community, Videon Cable TV conducted a survey of their
subscribers, which include approximately 90 per cent of the
population on the west side or
in excess of 140,000
households with an average
2.5 persons per household.
"That survey indicated slightly less than 30 percent watch
VPW at least once a week,"
Edwards said.
Considering that because of
the very nature of most of the
programming any particular
program may appeal to only a
small segment of the community, this can be considered
a very healthy penetration.
What is even more impressive is the high appearance
participation on the channel.
"In the 12 months ending
Aug. 31, 1984 the number of
individuals involved in VPW
productions was slightly more
than 44,000 and approximately 500,000 since starting 12
years ago," Edwards said.
So if you have a talent or interest you have secretly dreamed of presenting to the world,
now may be the time to get
started. The opportunity for
communication exists in Winnipeg, perhaps not to the
whole world but at least to
your own community.
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Home Away From
Home

Winnipeg Water
Babies
by Cyndy Bowen
Transition from the amniotic to aquatic world was
swift. They learned to swim
before they walked. We called
them the "Water Babies":
The controversy and concern
they sparked nearly two
decades ago continues.
The controversy surrounding infant swimming programs does not dispute the
fact that babies can swim.
Film footage proves that they
can. Submerged in pools,
newborn babies paddle openeyed to the surface. Tossed into the water, they roll on their
backs and float.
The controversy does not
focus on program goals or the
motivation of parents. Drowning is a leading cause of accidental death for children.
Programs promoting water
safety are encouraged.
At the heart of the controversy are the children
themselves. Joan HaydenLuck, adaped aquatics program consultant for the
Manitoba Red Cross, says
that, "Foremost in all viewpoints must be the child." Infant swim programs can be
dangerous.
Arguments against these
programs focus on health concerns, methods of instruction,
and the unrealistic expectations that often accompany
the programs.
Water is not, as program
advocates would argue, a
natural environment for
babies. Their developing bady
systems are ill-prepared to
cope with pool water, and
submersion in water only compounds their problems.
Early water experiences are
known to be both exhilarating
and intoxicating. A happy
splashing session was followed
by three hours of seizures for a
healthy five-month-old infant.
The seizures were caused by
water intoxication.
Water intoxication, normally associated with over-feeding
sugar-water in infants, was
recently linked to infant swim
programs. Its symptoms include weakness, lethargy, irritability, vomitting and increased urine output. Extreme
cases may result in convulsions, coma or death.
Water intoxication is caused
by swallowing too much
water. One pint is too much
for an 11 pound infant. When
enough water is swallowed,
the salt and potassium levels in
the blood are duluted. As the
blood becomes more diluted,
water passes into the brain
cells, the brain swells, and
decreased levels of consciousness results.
There are no guarantees that
an infant will not swallow
water. Infanta naturally
swallow whatever enters their
1011, they have
11101.101s. 111
an easily stimulatixi suckling
reflex. Water bru ),:f• against
the cheek is enoi,i , , t trigger
ni prothis reflex. hoar;
grams that encour age "forced
submersion" increase the
likelihood of water intoxication. Because them: symptoms
take from three to eight hours
to surface, mild cases are often
mistaken.
“,

In her book, A Child's
Guide to Water Play, Carolyn
Shank explores other health
problems the infant encounters in water. Chlorine
and water alter the chemistry
of the ear and protective wax
is flushed out; This tends to irritate or cut the skin inside the
ears, making them a haven for
bacterial growth'. Outer ear infections result.
Middle ear infections are
also common because the
eustachian tubes connecting
the nose to the middle ear are
undeveloped. in the infant,
these tubes are short and
straight. In time, they
lengthen, narrow and take on
the characteristic "S" shape.
When fully developed, the
shape of the tubes creates a
natural lock that aids in
preventing infection. Protecting the ears with ear plugs or
bathing caps does not prevent
infection. The best approach is
to avoid submersion.
Immune systems are
undevelped in infants too.
They can't fight the illnesses
and diseases that spread in poll
water. Many potentially
dangerous viruses and
microorganisms threaten the
infant. Pool maintenance does
not eliminate the threat. Of
particular concern, is the
possibility that children on
vaccination programs may
spread the live virus from vaccination through their urine. A
further concern is a parasitic
infection called Giardosis.
Spread by feces in the water, it
causes chronic diarrhea. There
is no simple test to determine
its presence in water, and the
organism is unaffected by
chlorine. All pool users are at
risk if the organism is present.
Instruction methods used in
infant swim programs attract
international criticism. The
use of force, threat and
punishment are not uncommon. In a paper presented at
the International Conference
on Drowning in 1983, Louise
Priest cites "forced submer-

by Debbie Monkman

sion" programs as a case in
point. Repeatedly submerging
a child in water to teach breath
holding is criticized by Priest
as "irresponsible and'
dangerous". This method
causes trauma that could have
long-lasting implications. This
method also increases the risk
of water intoxication and inner ear infections.
Infant swim programs are
surrounded by unrealistic performance goals. While it is
possible to teach infants. to
keep their heads above water
and to propel themselves, it is
unrealistic to expect them to
learn the basics of water safety
or how to react in emergencies. No child is "water safe".
Parents of these in 'cant
swimmers may develop a false
sense of security. Their
children have little if any fear
of water. This may make them
less safe around water than
other children.
The Council for National
Cooperation. in Aquatics
(CNCA) recommends age
three as the minimum age for
organized swimming instruction. This stance has been
upheld by member agencies
for years, but 95 per cent of
these same agencies arc actively promiting infant swim programs.
Infant swim programs continue despite the stance taken
by the CNCA and its member
agencies. They continue
because the demand is there
and because, as Hayden-Luck
explains, "They •are wonderful
money-makers".
If the time for the early
water experience is now, the
best place for it may be t to
bath tub. Hayden-Luck is currently working out the details
of a bath program that incorporates the positive features of
infant swim programs, and
eliminates the risks. The advantages of this program are
sanitary conditions, air and
water temperatures more comfortable for the infant, and
elimination of water

See Babies back page

Operations Crossroads
Canada is an organization that
sends Canadians to Third
World countries such as
Ethiopia, Bangladesh, Costa
Rica and many others on a
cultural exchange program for
four to six months, depending
on their individual governments.
This organization was
founded in 1958 by James H.
Robinson, a black American
clergyman. He felt the racial
and social problems in the
U.S. at that time were similar
to those in Africa. He thought
people of the two countries
would have a greater
understanding of their own
problems if they experienced
those in another country. The
Canadian branch- started
shortly after this and in 1968
was on it's own.
Gwen Cave, a City of Winnipeg clerk, wanted the chance
to travel and understand people in other countries in a way
that was impossible on an ordinary trip or tour.
Cave saw a poster advertising a Crossroads meeting in
the Winnipeg Public Library
in. October, 1984. She attended
the meeting, filled out an application and was accepted in
November.
There are no particular
skills required in this program.
It offers a choice of countries,
but tries to match a person's
skills (if he or she has any)
with the requirements of a particular country.
Cave, 36, felt she was accepted because of her willingness to participate and her
age. "Maybe I was accepted
because I'm older and won't
get another opportunity, and
maybe I don't think I know
anything, but I know more
than they do," she said.
Of the $5,600 required for
the fare and other expenses,
Cave must raise $1,400 of this
through fund-raising such as
raffles, socials, and sponsorships in along with other applicants. With all this, she still
expects to contribute about
$800 of her own money.

While she is in the other
country, Cave will only receive
a food allowance and will be
required to stay in communities with families, even if
they live in mud huts. "It's
basically like camping," she
said, "You're living in the
rough. You can forget the
hairdryer."
Cave, like all other participants, must volunteer 200
additional hours when she
returns to make people aware
of the situation there. She•will
do this by slide presentations
ip libraries and schools.
There is no training program, but Cave had to attend
a Self-Assessment weekend in
rural Manitoba with five other
people. Two of them had been
to other countries and explaintheir various customs.
One question Cave was asked was, "What if you're in a
Village and they're beating a
child. What would you do?"
She said she would help the
child, but was told that she
couldn't; it wasn't her place to
interfere.
, During, the weekend she
learned that in some countries
it is rude to look at people
when you're talking to them,
which is the opposite in
Canada, and agreeing is a sign
of respect.
Cave was also blindfolded
and led around the yard in an
effort to make her trust some
one else completely, "You
can't go around doubting and
not trusting everyone when
you don't understand," she
said.
She hasn't received her
placement yet, but is getting
ready to leave at a moment's
notice. "You only have a week
or two notice to go, if you go,
but you still have to get the
money raised."
There aren't many rules, except the usual ones about the
water and the food, but there
is one general rule. "The
general idea is you try and fit
in with them and stay out of
trouble," said Cave.
Anyone interested in the
Crossroads program can check
the posters at the Winnipeg
Public Library for the date
and time of the next meeting
or visit the Idea Centre at 418
Wardlaw Ave.

There's still time to enter the
Long Distance Contest.
Final Draw Date - February 20th
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Congratulations to Beth Consitt, a
Retail Management MOOT at Sheridan
College in Brampton. She's the winner
of the second of three Bronco Ills.

more lucky student will win an 85 Bronco in
the final draw February 20,1985

One

Entry forms una complete contest details are available in campus
bookstores or by sending a stamped, sett-addressed envelope to
Telecom Canada, "Make Someone Happy" Contest Entries, 410 Laurier
Ave. W, Room 950, Box 2410, Station D, Ottawa, Ontario K1P 6H5.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Runaway Staggers

Grammy Nominee at Rendez-Vous
by Bruce Owen
The Blues Riddell Series
opens its 1985 season with the
master of zydeco and cajun
blues, Buckwheat Zydeco and
his Its Sont Partis (off and
running) Band, Friday, Jan.
25, at 8 p.m. at Le RendezVous.
Zydeco is the wild hybrid of
Louisiana blues and cajun
music and Stanley
"Buckwheat" Dural, vocalist,
accordian, and keyboards is
presently the driving force
behind it. This is Dural's first
appearance in Western
Canada.
Dural began performing
professionally at age 12 as a
keyboard player in various
local bands throughout Louisiana. In 1969 he formed his
own rock and soul band called

Buckwheat and the Hitchhikers which toured Louisiana and souther Texas for
three years with artists like
Bobby Womack, Joe Tex, and
Joe Simon.
In 1975, Zydeco originator
Clifton Chenier invited Dural
to join his band as an organ
player. This allowed Dural to
tour the U.S., Europe,
Canada, and to perform with
Gatemouth Brown, B.B. King,
and Lightin' Slim.
Upon a challenge from his
mentor Chenier in 1978, Dural
taught himself to play the accordian or "Carjun", and
four months later he formed
his own seven piece band, taking Chenier's lead guitarist
with him, an act Chenier still
hasn't forgiven.

Last year Chenier won a
Grammy in the ethnic or folk
music category, but this year
Dural has won the nomination. He plays a different,
more uptempo style of zydeco
than Chenier. He fuses
together rib, jazz and funk,
often played at whip last
speed. "You have to get up
and dance," says Dural.
Tickets are available at
ATO, BTO, University of
Winnipeg Information Booth,
Maison du Disques, Pepper
Records, Pyramid Records,
Kelly's Electronic World,
Records on Wheels, and St.
Boniface College, for $10, and
at the door for $12.
Try and get out to catch
"Buckwheat's" show and
reap his righteous riff.
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"Buckwheat" Dural; King of Zydeco.

The Killing Fields
by Collin Friesen
In 1975, the Khmer Rouge
came to power in Cambodia.
Out of a population estimated
at seven million, three million
were either killed directly or
starved to death by the new
regime. It is a horrifying
statistic, paling by comparison
both the the Jewish holocaust
and the Ukranian famine.
The Khmer Rouge purge is
the subject of the latest movie
from producer David Puttnam. It is, to be quite honest,
the most powerful movie of
this year, last year and probably several years to come.
The story centers around the
actions of two men, one an
American journalist and the
other his interpreter, friend
and trouble shooter. Sydney
Schanberg (Sam Waterson) is
the New York Times reporter.

Dith Pran (Haing S. Ngor) is
his right arm.
The two manage to dig out a
story about a certain
American bombing run which,
by mistake, blew up a large
town in government held
Cambodia. When the army
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refuses to comment on the
issue, Dith Pran sneaks
Sydney past the army
blockade to emerge with the
scoop.
As things begin to sour for
the government forces in Cambodia, Sydney must make the
decision as to whether Dith
will stay in the country till the
fall or leave for safety with his
wife and children. Dith
chooses to remain and is eventually captured by the
fanatical Khmer Rouge.
This nonfictional account of
the fall of Cambodia is striking in its brutaly realistic portrayal of life during wartime.
It pulls no punches, exposing
the audience to all the less
glamorous facets of human
combat. One can not help but
shudder at some of the grisly
moments. In one scene, a
Khmer Rouge soldier is
tormenting a captured government soldier with an apple on
the end of his rifle. When the
soldier moves to take a bite,
the soldier fires his weapon into the mans mouth. Needless

more than a documentary or a
swell war movie. It is a
brilliant journey of character
for Sydney Schanberg as he
sees himself transformed from
a self serving jerk to a caring
human being. His performance is so good, one has problems relating to him later on
in the film when his metamorphasis has taken place. The
part of Dith Pran is also
masterfully done. Ngor
manages to escape the "tortured man" cliches well as he
tries to survive in the new
Cambodia.
Much of the music for the
movie was composed by Mike
Oldfield of "Tubular Bells"
fame. The addition of contemporary songs by Wings and
John Lennon give the movie
the flavour of "Apocalypse
Now", while the reality and
intense characters give it the
taste of "The Deer Hunter".
While the first two films delt
with the conflict in Vietnam,
the comparisons are obvious
and the mixture a delicious
success.

to say, it is not for the faint of
stomach.
But The Killing Fields is far

The Killing Fields is playing
at the Convention Center at
7:00 and 9:30. Don't miss it.

Red River
Social
Scene
by Laura-Lee Saranchuk

Gene Simmons in Runaway.
by Peter Williamson
What do you get when you
mix a hairy TV hunk, an
ascending actress-dancer, the
godfather of glitter rock, and
enough gadgets to keep the
tech-types titillated?
You get Runaway, a film
showing at Eaton Place that
scores an even 5 out of 10.
The film stars Tom Selleck
and is written and directed by
Michael Crichton. Those
familiar with Crichton's past
work as a writer (The Andromeda Strain, The Terminal
Man) and as a director
(Westworld, Looker, Coma)
should recognize that the title
refers to robots, not boxoffice.
The film is set about ten
years in the future. Selleck
plays a cop. There's a lot more
robots around, and sometimes
they go haywire. Tom is the
guy you call when they do.
When one of the robots
turns particularily malevolent,
Tom disarms it, then examines
it. It seems that this robot was
programmed to be evil.
Enter the villain, Gene Simmons, founding father and
head anteater of KISS. Simmons plays Dr. Charles
Luther, the nemesis and protagonist of Selleck's character,
Sgt. Jack Ramsay. The film
loses something with
Simmon's arrival. Simmon's
musical persona is toned way
down, but his character is still
so cardboard that you think
you're watching the had guy in
silent films who tied girls to
railway tracks. It's an interesting performance, but
completely out-of-sync with
the rest of the film. In
Hollywood, they would call it
`campy'. Here, I call it inappropriate.
Cynthia Rhodes is the girl
who was Jennifer Beal's friend
in "Flashdance" and John
Travolta's true love in
"Stayin' Alive". In

RUNAWAY, she plays
Selleck's new partner and
potential girlfriend. Rhodes
can dance better than she can
act, but she's a pretty good
dancer.
Toni Selleck struggles with
his starring role in
RUNAWAY, and it's a losing
cause. If "Magnum, P.1."
never existed, he would probably come off better on the
big screen. But Selleck is
Magnum, a role that is probably the best marriage of
character and actor in television. He should stick to the
surf and sand.
The best performance in
RUNAWAY is turned in by
the gadgets. The evil Dr.
Luther has created a host of
deadly devices that fly, crawl,
roll and kill. Luther has a gun
that fires four-inch heatseeking missiles that are programmed for a victim's particular body heat pattern.
These projectiles can fly
around corners, under
vehicles, and even pull
u-turns. There's also the
"lock-ons", little speeding
bombs that can chase cars
through traffic at 60 m.p.h.
And then there's the spiders.
Real bugs don't bother me,
but these high-tech tarantulas
had me propping my feet up
on the seat in front where I
could see them. The spiders
are responsible for several
gruesome deaths in the film,
including the dispatch 'of
Luther himself. That seemed
appropriate.
RUNAWAY was filmed in
Vancouver and the city serves
well as the setting, particularity at night. It has a clean,
modern look that Director of
Photography, John A. Alonzo, A.S.C., uses fully. Besides
that, the guy from the
Revelstoke commercials (the
Mountie on the
Beachcombers) turns up as,
what else, a cop.

Need Tutoring? Help is Available!
Go to the Tutorial Centre
Located at CM 25

Ph. # 632-2451

January is the worst month
of the year. Christmas and
New Year's are gone and all
you're left with is bills to pay
and ice-age weather. That's
why nothing entertaining is
ever scheduled for January at
RRCC. Everyone is too wrapped up in their own little blah
blankets. Everything looks so
gray and neutral. It's like the
department stores used all this
months colour allottment in
their holiday displays.
Anyway, January is almost
over and the Red River social
scene will be picking up in
February. Don't miss The
Boat Race Beer Bash on Feb.
1st. It's fun; it's exciting and it
has nothing to do with boats
but alot to do with beer.
Teams of four are equipped
with a railroad tie, four nails,
four beers and a hammer. At
the sound of the starter's
pistol, the first member of the
team hammers a nail into the
railroad tie and then chugs a
beer. As soon as he/she
finishes the beer, the next
member does the same and so
on. Whichever team finishes

first wins a cash prize. The entry dealine is January 29. Entry forms are available at the
S.A. office. Beer, carpentry
experience and money: What
more does anyone want out of
li fe.
Speaking of money and
more of it, the Casino Rouge
will be operating in the Tower
Lounge, Feb. 19th and 20th.
The wheels of fortune could
change your life. Even if you
lose a couple of bucks, you
can feel good about yourself:
All proceeds to the Variety
Club to help handicapped people. Everybody wins in one
way or another.
On Feb 25th, Evan Carter
and Wes Zaharic from the
Yuk Yuk Comedy Troop will
appear in the Tower Lounge.
These guys are really funny so
you can leave the laughing gas
(or whatever) at home. This is
pure natural type comedy, no
artificial flavours or colours
and no added preservative.
That's all that's definitely
scheduled for February.
Check back next issue for an
update.

Dance
Experience
Shows
Promise
by Andrea Long
The Gas Station Theatre
was packed January 12th as
the Contemporary Dancers
Canada pfesented their third
Dance Experience.
Dance Experience contains
dances choreographed by
company dancers. It lets them
experiment and see what
choreographers' work is like.
Some of the dances performed
in past Dance Experiences
have been added to the Contemporary Dancers Canada's
repertoire.
The highlight of the show
was Tedd Robinson's coffee
on kilamanjaro (the first cup).
Robinson is the company's artistic director.
Coffee on kilamanjaro
featured three men and
women all wearing matching
black evening gowns.
Kilamanjaro was a ladder
draped in plastic. Singer, Phil
Dupas was perched at the top,
adding live vocals to the
dance. As with all Robinson
productions, the master appeared. Robinson did a bit of

singing as he poured coffee for
everyone from a giant measuring cup. It was an entertaining

dance that the audience enjoyed.
Deirdre Tomkins' Basement
Apartment was a riveting performance. It showed the fear
of a girl alone in her room as a
strange man stared in her window. Desiree Kleeman captured the strong emotion well
and the choice of eerie music
sent shivers up the spine.
Allusions,
Faded
choreographed by Ruth
Cansfield, and danced by
D-Anne Kuby was based on
the sadness found in many
love affairs. The music's lyrics
helped to elaborate on the
theme, as did some slides projected onto the back wall of
the stage.
Christopher
Dancers,
Gower and Joel Shweky appeared in many of the eight
productions. The two men
danced very well together —
probably a result of their
many hours spent dancing for
Contemporary Dancers
Canada.
All the the dances in Dance
Experience had some bright
spots. They showed what promise and talent is found within

Contemporary Dancers
Canada.

A Cabin Fever Reliever
week long festival. It promises
-

by Sylvia Kaposi
Hugging the Red River in
the heart of Winnipeg is the
unique community of St.
Boniface. It looks like it
belongs in rural Quebec, with
its quiet, uncrowded streets,
graceful houses, its beautiful
cathedral and churches. The
distinct French-Canadian
heritage has survived along
with it.
This is the site of the annual
Festival du Voyageur. The
festival is the largest winter
carnival in western Canada,
yet a lot o f
Manitobans — even Winnipeggers — have never experienced it. This is surprising,
considering that people come
from Ontario, Saskatchewan,
Minneapolis, Fargo and
Grand Forks to participate.
The festival is a tribute to
the first Frenchmen, the
voyageurs, who braved the
prairies for the fur trade. Settlement followed. It is an opportunity to go back in time to
the birth of these prairie settlements.
Manitoba has recently been
the setting of some unpleasant
debates about the entrenchment of French-language
rights, but there is no animosity in the atmosphere surrounding the festival. Instead of
hostility, there is hospitality.
Rather than anger, there is
laughter. Instead of shouting,
there is music. In a time of
controversy, the harmony of
the festival is comforting.
Most of all, the festival is
non-stop fun. A myriad of
events are packed into the

two
least
at
things — something you'll

enjoy, and something you've
never seen before.
Noel Joyal, general
manager of the Festival du
Vaoyageur, say Festival '85
will be much like last year's.
About 300,000 people attended festival events in 1984.
The festival kicks off with a
parade of about 80 participants. As it winds its way
through downtown Winnipeg
and into St. Boniface, it attracts the largest crowd of any
single festival event.
Another popular event is the
snow sculpture competition.
From eight-foot cubes contestants chip, chisel and carve
sculptures which are judged on
creativity, execution . and
visual impact. The sculptures,
built along Provencher
Boulevard, 24:e trafficstoppers.
For those who like sports,
there is enough to keep busy
for the week. There are midget
hockey and ringette tournaments, a pentathalon event
called the contours de
meilleur, sled dog races, a
snow golf tournament, skiing,
snowshoeing and rugby, to
name a few.
For those who prefer to be
indoors, there is the RendezVous Casino in the Winnipeg
Convention Centre. A variety
of musicians, the judging of
the beard-growing contest and
the "Farce-tival du Rire" with
a host of storytellers and cornedians animate the Rendez
Vous club on Tache Street.
The Monastery Wine Loft,

Eddie Rabbitt
Hopping
by Tim Martin
The Winnipeg Concert Hall
will be the place to be on Sunday Febuary 10, when Eddie
Rabbitt takes the stage for his
very first Winnipeg appearance.
Many people may remember
Rabbitt's successful country
tunes "Drivin My Life Away"
and "Step By Step", but
unless you're a real country
music fan, chances are you
don't know too much about
him. To tell the truth, neither
do I, but here are some facts
relayed to me by our friends at
Nite-Out.
Rabbitt has nine albums
out, the most recent being
"Radio Romance." Rabbitt

Still

also claims to have a musical
style that ranges from
rockabilly to soft AC (adult
contemporary).
Rabbitt also lays claim on
"good country" and his own
style of soft rock.
Eddie has had two gold
albums and one platinum,
along with a Network TV
Special of his own. He was
nominated for three Grammy
Awards, which says alot for
his music all by itself.
It sounds as if Rabbitt is a
fairly credible musician, and
even if your favorite style of
music differs slightly from his,
it might be an idea to go down
and see exactly why he is so
successful. After all, there
must be a reason.

Beautiful Deeds/ De
beaux gestes
by Denis Labossiere
It is sometimes said that
MTC produces the dullest
drama in Winnipeg and that
more adventerous, and
ultimately more interesting
work can be found on the
lesser known stages of the
Prairie Theater Exchange, Le
Cercle Moliere, and MTC's
own Warehouse.
Beautiful Deeds/De beaux
gestes is one example of this.
Presently offered at the
Warehouse until Jan. 26, this
play takes us to rural Quebec

and to prestigious Ottawa in
the same breath as two grad-

mothers trade off soliloquies
about their lives.
The implied theme is that of
Canadian identity. The
character of Elsie, played by
Diana Belshaw, at first appears to share nothing with
Corinne, played by Louise
Philippe. However, the two
come to realize that religion
and language background are
only external elements that
prevent people from dealing
with each other on a human
level.

In short, a fine play that
Can't be done justice without
being seen.

Voyageur and Red River
Trading Posts, Voyageur

Park, and a fiddling and jigging contest are just a few of
the many other events planned.
Festival du Voyageur, Inc.
is a chartered, non-profit
organization.
"Nobody makes direct
money from it (the festival),"
Joyal says. "There are no
shares, nothing of this nature.
Whenever the festival turns a
profit, it goes right back into
the community."
The festival is organized by
a staff of eight workers. Planning takes about six months,
and starts in September.
When festival week rolls
around, the volunteers flock in
to lend a hand, a voice, or
whatever else might be needed.
The trading posts and other
events are run by groups like
the Knights of Columbus.
Each group is paid to run an
event, and the money goes into
its own charity. A number of
organizations benefit from
this arrangement.
"On the one hand, yes, they
are contracted for a certain
amount of money, but that
money goes to the organization and back into the community. It's a way for
organizations to raise funds,"
Joyal explains.
The Festival du Voyageur
has its share of problems,
mostly financial ones. A lot of
funding comes from
businesses which sponsor
specific events. Last year there
were 17 corporate sponsors.
"Since the success of the
festival is very dependent upon
weather and other things,
financial institutions are
always leery of advancing
money," Joyal says. "We
have provincial funding in
small amounts, but it's not
even one-twentieth of our
budget."
"The festival as an event
gets relatively good reviews,
but as a financial organization, over the past two years,
we've been clobbered."
The Festival du Voyageur
organization has ventured into
the entertainment business as
well. A warehouse building on
Tache Street was purchased
and turned into a nightclub
called the Rendez Vous. The
Rendez Vous saw its first profit in October, 1984.
Financial problems do not
dampen the spirits of festival
planners and enthusiasts. The
year 1984 marked the 250th
anniversary of the arrival in
Manitoba of LaVerendrye, the
explorer, while 1985 marks the
centennial of the execution of
Louis Riel. The Metis patriot
is a folk hero to the Frenchspeaking people on the Canadian prairies.
It promises to be an exciting
year. Because there are so
many events, your best bet for
the Feb. 17 to 24 festival is a
souvenir program book with
the calendar of events. For information of the festival, call
the Festival du Voyageur office at 237-7692.
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Dear Babba;
Want to know . why I'm in
this business. Forget the
political and moral implications, I'm in it for the babes.
You have no idea how many
single girls hang out at the
clinic.
Dr. Henry Morgenmauler

Pickled Bums For Sale
by Sherri Cherwinski

Pickled Bums?
Yes, you read right.
Stuffed bodily parts crammed into jars and other receptacles?
According to Marilyn
Hallows, there is a substantial
Winnipeg market for handmade merchandise of this sort.
Hallows, who owns and
operates Blue Gables Craft
Cottage with three Winnipeg
the
women, explains
background of the soft
sculpture art in the city.
She says it began when they
saw examples of the craft in
American magazines. It interested them but no information could be found in
Canada. They dabbled with it
on their own and received so
much positive feedback that
they started selling the products on consignment in select
Winnipeg shops, shopping
mall shows and eventually
seasonal boutiques in their
names.
"Although we had not nearly as much variety then as we
do now, the response was
overwhelming," she said.
Their first public show was
at Polo Park. One of their
products was a fridge magnet
with a soft sculpted face. Between the women at the show,
they sold at least 600. People
waited while they made them.
She says the term "soft
sculpture" can be misleading
as it has come to mean various
things. In their case, it is forms
made with pantyhose,
polyester fibrefill, and needles
and thread. The process starts
with a ball or whatever the
shape desired. The sculpting is
done by moulding the ball
with carefully shaped pulls,
pinches and stitches.
The extent of pantyhose
shades and textures allows
lifelike and detailed variety in
the finished products.
In the last four years, their
"dabbling" has grown to an
estimated two hundred
original designs between the
three women. Their merchandise is sold from Kenora to
Vancouver. Customers have
hailed from all over the globe
and they all say the same
thing: they have never seen
anything like it.
Hallows explained that
although the craft is becoming
more widespread, no one to
their knowledge has such a full
range of individually made
items.
Since their debut in Winnipeg, the number of imitatiors has grown considerably. Even a copyright
could not stop others making
substandard copies of their
work and passing it off as thier
own original ideas.
"Copyright means nothing
in this business," she said.
The increased competition
does not bother them. She says
it probably keeps them on
their toes more than anything
else, keeping one step ahead
by stimulating them to create
new designs.
She says there is always someone out just to make a fast
buck, noting the influx of
"made in Taiwan" copies of
their work into Winnipeg.
Because of the visibly higher
quality of their work, they
have done a lot of custom
orders with many weird request.
Their first request came

soon after they started selling
in shops. An affluent Winnipeg businessman wanted life
size replicas of him and his

wife to give as a surprise anniversary gift.
A surprise it was. He supplied them with measurements
and photographs to complete
the 40-hour, $75-a-piece
challenge.
He posed the finished products in his library, champagne glasses in sculpted
hands.
One of the women's most
popular products is "Pickled
People". She fills sealents
with stuffed faces, arms, legs
and sprinkling of pickling
spice. A surprising number of
usually embarrassed
customers ask for a few extra
parts that aren't normally supplied.
They also receive a lot of
amusing comments, mostly at
shopping mall shows where
the average passer-by has
never seen 'the items before.
"Can you eat these?"
"What kind of fruit is
this?"
"Look at these little
sponges. ),
And more, less printable
quips.
Their market continues to
be favorable in Winnipeg,
despite the growing number of
craftpeople joining the rage.
Hallows attributes this to
her groups unique, identifiable
style. Even within the three,
each women's work can be
distinguished by those familiar
with their craftwork.
"It's almost like a handwriting," she said.
She added another reason
for their success is that they do
all the work themselves. They
do not buy pre-made supplies
or have their items made piecebv-piece by different people.
With the exception of peak
seasons when members of
their families can be conned
into doing the simple sewing
jobs, the faces, the cutting and
choosing of the pieces, and the
assembly are done individually.
And with the current staple
of 30 or 40 regular items that
do not include special orders
or new ideas, there is a lot of
work involved.
"We can never produce as
much as we can sell," she said.
"Not if we want to keep the
quality."
The quality can cost. Prices
range from $2 to $35 depending on the work involved.
For an ingenue in the craft
world, some of the prices may
seem a bit steep for relatively
small items.
To those who outrightly
complain about the high
prices, Hallows urges them to
try to make the items
themselves. Between having to
pay an exhorbitant retail
amount for small scale supplies, no experience in the
technique, and the time involved, savings seekers find
they can't make the product
for less than they could but it.
The future for the group of
three?
Right now they are considering changing locations of
their shop. Although they
have not lost money, the area
they are in now does not draw
as many potential customers
as other established boutique
areas such as Osborne Village.
In the meantime, they will
continue putting out the
i.egulars taking special orders,
and teaching classes in their
craft.
And if the Winnipeg market
dies and they are still interested, it is only a matter of
pursuing offers and contacts
in other cities.
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IT'S TIME TO
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Easter bunny

Dear Doc;
Glad you came clean. After
seeing you on T.V., I'm not
surprised.

Dear Babba;
Biff, Barn, Doink doink
doink. And then Phwap, bop,
blip. And finally Dink doink,
splat. Mud and dirt. Snow.
Natural grass and blood on the
untucked uniforms. So it's not
a funny story, but it had to be
told.
John Madden

Advice from
Babba O'Riley
Dear Babba;
After you've said Wild
Boys, Wild boys, what more
can be said. Except boy, those
15 year old girls are sure gulible.
Duran Duran
Dear Dear Duran Duran;
Why why do do you you
name name all all your your
songs songs twice twice.
Monatonous Monotonous.
Dear Babba;
Want to know how to screw
ip a superbowl? First, under
:brow all you recievers. Then
stand in the pocket for too
.ong and get dumped on your
putt. But before all that, come
in to the game higher than a
kite and cockier than all get
nut. That's how you screw up
a Superbowl.
P.S. Not all the guys in Sanfrancisco are weak kneed limp
wristed teary eyed pansies.
John Madden was wrong.
Dan Marino
Dear Over-rated;
You were counting your
perogies bofore they boiled.
Serves you right Mr. Marino
Corps. Maybe its time you
started looking for a few good
men.
Dear Babba;
The media has forgotten
me. Win a big title, pose nude,
lose the whole thing on a
technicality and your hot
stuff. Lead a clean life working at Wonderburger as a grill
scraper and your history. I
miss the bright lights Babba.
Should I talk to Mr. Guccioni
or just find myself a polariod
and a leash and do it myself?
What say?
Love and Kisses
Vanessa Williams
Dear Sleeze;
If my son ever brought a girl
like you home, I'd be sure to
lock up the negatives. You had
it all honey, but blew it on a
few moments of idle pleasure
with some two bit tramp. You
sleeze you, I should take a
whip to your cute little butt,

and then. . . Oh, Oh. Babba is
going to take a long cold bath
now.

Dear Babba;
I is upset. I wants to expand
my dramatic horizons but de
producers won't let me. I pitty
dem. I pitty dem fools. I cud
play Macbeth. Listen "Is dis a
dagger I sees in front o' me."
Not to bad for a big dude who
never finished grade school.
Mr. T
Dear Mr.;
Why would you want to
leave such a dramatically taxing show such as the A Team?
Macbeth is just about a bunch
of old Scots running around in
dresses, not you speed at all.
Dear Babba;
Hey, guess what goes good
with Pepsi and Fries? Give up?
Me. Get it. See, even anorexic
stars who talk to store manequins can have a sense of
humour.
Michael Jackson
Dear One glove;
Oh you show biz people.
Always smiling through the
pain. But take my advice. Lose
the brothers act, it will never
work.

Dear "Hey I caught that
ball";
You said a mouthful John.
How if you could just learn
how to use a telestrator.
Dear Babba;
I did not say the Projector is
full of bologney. I did say that

Ceastn ea
tan lepers. That's what I really
said.
Your Sincerely,
Garry Polonski
Dear Head of the College;
I'd reply, but as an
employee, I do have to follow
your rules. Mums the word,
right Garry. Shhhhhh.
0
a 4-
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Dear Babba;
Well, there you go again.
Sure 12 million is alot for one
little inaguaration. But lets
remember that with my elite
corps of lawyers, the entire
thing was a personal tax write
off. Besides, you've got four
more years to forget about it.
Pretty clever for a man who's
67, or is it 79? Well, lets just
call it an even 70.
Ronald Reagan
Your Big Neighbor to the
South

Dear Ron;
Nuff said.
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Y.W.C.A.,
More Than
You Think
by Richard Ratte
The mere mention of the
Y.W.C.A., to some people,
evokes visions of sweaty
women pumping pink
barbells, or swimming in
heated indoor pools, or
desperate women running
from desperate situations
seeking refuge and counselling.
To a certain extent these
perceptions are correct, for the
Y.W.C.A. does provide these
services and facilities, but
many people would be surprised to find out these represent
only a very small portion of
what the association offers.
Since it's inception in London and Bristol England, in
1850, the Young Womens
Christian Association has
evolved and expanded into a
multinational organization
that caters to the very wide
and extensive range of interests that today's men and
women have.
The association was formed
from two seperate groups.
One group, the Prayer Union,
was located in Bristol and run
by Miss Emma Roberts. It was
set up for young women and

girls working away from
home. The other group was
located in a London home and
run by Lady Emily Kinnaid,
for nurses going to and from
the Crimean War.
The two groups united in
1855.
Canda's first introduction
to the association was in 1870,
in Saint John, New
Brunswick.
Winnipeg became the second Canadian city to claim a
Y.W.C.A. on Sept. 30, 1879.
In the early days, the
association provided borrowed rooms to women in need of
shelter and counselling, and
later, in 1902, it provided
boarding house rentals.
Geared to the development of
young women the Y.W.C.A.
offered courses in English,
writing, stenography,
dressmaking, bible study, and
cooking.
In 1902 the association
started it's expantion, and introduced social welfare activities.
Due largely to fund raising
campaigns, the Y.W.C.A built
it's first permanant residence
in 1909, and now firmly
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established, grew in scope an
size.

The majority of the programs offered have fees rang,: Its from S4 to $50. However,
the association also offers a
number of free programs inDuring the • First World
cluding: womens consultation
War, and throughout the post
groups, programs for young
war period, the Y.W.C.A., in . :
Mothers, widows consultation,
co-operation with the Red
post mastectomy groups, and
Cross and Returned Soldiers
battered and abused childrens
Association, involved itself.
centres.
with the needs of soldiers'
dependants. The association
Shirley Phippen, Director of
operated the Stock Exchange
the Programs Department,
Hotel, on Logan Avenue, to
said she is not surprised the
give temporary shelter to
public has misconceptions
soldiers and their families who
about the association.
found themselves •with
nowhere to live after the war.
Phippen is new to the
and a place where "women
Y.W.C.A. having only been
who could't cope hung out
there for four months. She
together".
said before she became
familiar with the Y.W.C.A.
she too had her misconcepShe is embarrassed td admit
tions. She believed the
she couldn't have been farther
Y.W.C.A. merely to be a
from the truth.
"hide-out" for women who
were not very well adjusted"
Now, said Phippen, the
Y.W.C.A. is a place where
By the 1920's the Y.W.C.A.
women who want a challenge,
was firmly established and
and who cannot accept the
recognized in Winnipeg, and
status-quo can meet and excontinued to expand in size
pand their minds as well as get
and activities.
in tune with their bodies, and
Today there is virtually no
receive counselling.
area left untouched at the
Y.W.C.A.'s 447 Webb Place
location.
Both members and nonPhippen said the only fault
members may take part in
the Y.W.C.A. may have is the
such traditional programs as
name itself. She recognizes the
swimming, fitness training,
Young Womens Christian
cooking, and sewing, or the
Association does infer certain
not so traditional programs
connotations, and may be
that range from stress managemisleading to some. The proment, basic power mechanics,
gram does offer guidance in
and Ms. Fix-It classes, to
spiritual self-awareness, but
courses in Swedish massage
there is by no means any maand "Orgasmology — A
jor thrust in that direction.
Workshop in Sexuality".
.
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The Y.W.C.A. has received
flack, said Phippen, from
various womens groups who
do not agree with the way
Y.W.C.A. is run, and feel
there should be more emphesis
on womens rights. She says,
that is not our purpose. We
are here to offer women a
place where they can relax,
work-out„ or learn, she said.
The Y.W.C.A. also offers
accomodations for trancients
and for out-of-town students.
At present the Royal Winnipeg
Ballet students reside there.
Phippen said the association
has many plans for the future,
one of which is to become self
sustaining. She said, for the
most part they are, but there
were some problems areas.
Phippens said her personal
goals for her department are
to provide programs that will
"inspire women to connect
with thier world and accept
some responsibility for what
happens in it."
There are also plans to start
an advertising campaign to inform women, and men, as to
what the Y.W.C.A. is really
all about.
There is really a lot more to
it than just pink barbells and
pools.

SPORTS
Volleyball Team Named
Red
River
womens
volleyball coach Mitch Davidson has named 10 players to
his team.
Davidson was very pleased
with the turnout for the team
tryouts. He also liked their
performance during the
tryouts. Among the ten who
made the team was our Student Association President
Sharon Anderson.
Here are the ten who made
the team:
1) Sharon Anderson
2) Brenda Bevis
3) Sandi Brown
4) Janice Burrows

5) Anita Keicher
6) Joan Peiluck
7) Laurie Short
8) Eloise Wallaker
9) Fay Yip
•
10) Levina Furland
The team will continue their
practices every Wednesday —
4 to 6 pm; Saturdays — 9 to 12
am; and Sundays — 2 to 4 pm.
They will also play exhibition
games against teams from
Winnipeg Senior leagues and
the Universities of Manitoba
and Winnipeg. This will all
lead up to the provincial and
national championships in
March.

Erwin Shines for Rebels
by Lorne Stelmach
Tanis Erwin must like playing the role of underdog.
Erwin and the other
members of Red Rivers
womens basketball team were
put in that role at the Capilano
College Invitational Tournament a week ago in Vancouver. Erwin came through
with a performance coach
Steve Maitland described as
unbelievable.
She scored 25 points in the
Rebels 59-38 victory over
Assiniboine Community College of Brandon. Although it
was the teams only victory in
three games, Maitland was
very happy with the teams performance. Their other two

games were against two of the
top teams in the country — University of Victoria
and the Northern Alberta Institute of Technology (NAIT).
Erwin scored 21 points in a
82-43 loss to Victoria, anc
Patti Shirtliffe scored 1:
points in a 70-33 loss to NAIT
Maitland said both Erwin anc
Shirtliffe played well in al
three games.
The tournament was
strong test for the team
Maitland says. "They playec
against some unbelievable
competition." The team now
goes on to the Assiniboine
Community College Invitational in Brandon on Janurar)
/5 and 26.

New coach makes friends.

SPORTS UPDATE
MidWest International
College Hockey League Standings
(a.A of January 17, 1985)
W L
GP
TEAM
3
11
8
Assiniboine Cougars
2
8
6
Notre Dame Hounds
5
11
5
NDSU — Bottineau Lumberjacks
6
10
3
Red River Rebels
8
10
2
Keewatin Badgers

T F A
41
74
0
26
0
45
65
78
1
55
1
43
92
45
0

Scoring Leaders

discuss.
Especially
between lovers.
Unfortunately, though,
it isn't at all
difficult to
catch. Sometimes from
partners
who don't
even suspect
they have it.
No magic
pill can protect you.
But the commonsense condom can.
The condom has long been
recognized both as a reliable
contraceptive and as the only
really effective way to minimize

\11-2 R

Phippen said the major portion of women at the
Y.W.C.A. are working
women who want to be more
aware of what is happening
around them and to find a different approach to things.

SEX IS BEAUTIFUL.
BUT IT SHOULDN'T INCLUDE
UNPLEASANT SURPRISES.
VD is a difficult subject to

7-

That, like everything at the
Y.W.C.A., is an individual
choice.

g

•

IELO •

K.
z.zest.„<1:11..--x4:
:1*4

Condoms aren't hard to find or
difficult to buy. In
fact, they're asiail able without

prescription at
drug stores
everywbere.
So think
it over.
And keep
in mind that
VD is the
surest
way in
the world to
bring a beautiful relation.ship to an ugly end.

CURLING

(as of January 14, 1985)
NAME
Geoff Plouffe
Garth Skrupa
Steve Hamernick
Brad Lyall
Vern Campbell
Doug Couglin
Dick Cudmore
Scott McLean
Ross Howard
Bruce McLeod
Daren Stanick

TEAM
NDSU
NDSU
NDSU
ACC
KCC
ACC
KCC
NDSU
ACC
ACC
ACC

GP G
18
11
13
11
16
11
12
10
10
9
6
10
10
6
11
7
4
10
10
9
8
5

A PTS
40
22
35 .
22
26
10
20
8
19
9
18
12
17
7
9
16
16
12
16
7
16
11

RESULTS
January 12, 1985
January 11, 1985
January 15, 1985

NDSU-Bottineau 5 at Keewatin 7
NDSU-Bottineau 8 at Keewatin 4
Red River 5 at Assiniboine 2

nit commotaisse
. comma
_
BECAIJSE SEX SHOULDNITW A

PTS
16
12
11
7
4

These are the teams that will
be representing Red River:
MEN:
Jordan Machan — Skip
Clarence Garay — Third
Ken Bewski — Second
Dave Miller — Lead
WOMEN:
Faye Irwin — Skip
Levina Ferland — Third
Karen Glen — Second
Joan Garbutt — Lead
MIXED:
Jim Nordstrom — Skip
Marilyn North — Third
Ron Gauthier — Second
Barb Fetch — Lead
ALTERNATES:
Suzanne Routhier
James Peters

SCOREBOARD
Mt • realECIZiallillleait

HOCKEY: Tue. Jan.15
Red River — 5 at
Assiniboine
Cummunity College (Brandon) -2
Red River
Scorers: Kevin
Gillis, Randy
Dutiame, Jeff
Toecher, Dave
Dorchinski, Blair
Marshall.
MEN'S BASKETBALL:
Wed. Jan. 16
Red River 80 North
End Rockets 72
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Coupon — $1.00 off Lift Ticket
15‘) .0 Canadian Exchange

SKI
FROST FIRE MOUNTAIN
Wallniila, N. Dakota
Telephone: 1-701-549-3600
■••0

Only 95 mile. South of Winnipeg
Open !bur,. through Sun. 9:30 - 4:31)
(December 20 atru January 6 open eN cry day)
(February open esery day)

a

Coupon good thru Jan. 31
15% Canadian Exchange
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